Subscriber Alert: Vatican Synod of Bishops
This will be just a brief alert to you, my subscribers, to keep an eye out
on this upcoming Synod of the Bishops at the Vatican which Pope
Francis has called and it will begin tomorrow on October the 5th. And
what I especially want you to be looking for are evil symbols of the One
World Religion and we have seen already a lot of these symbols in
previous ceremonies of the Catholic Church in the past year and a half
since Pope Francis took over the chair of Peter.
And I am sure the images of the One World Religion which you will see
at the Synod which will be derived from pagan symbols such as the
image of the Egyptian cow goddess, Hathor, which is basically two
horns on either side of a circular image, and which represents the sun;
the two horns are masculine and the center sun image is feminine.

Or, this new Vatican sign could be derived from the Indian pagan
goddess, Kali. Notice here also that the image on her forehead
consists of a crescent, or two horns, surrounding, in this case, an oval
shape, which is like an eye, the all seeing eye of the Illuminati.

Or we may see this Vatican Synod come up with a new image which is
based on the omega sign, the last letter of the Greek alphabet which is
really very similar to the two pagan signs we saw, in other words, two
horns at the bottom or at the sides surrounding a feminine center oval
shape.
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And that brings us up to the most recent example of a pagan symbol
symbolizing the One World Religion which occurred at the
canonizations of Pope John XXIII and Pope John Paul II which Pope
Francis presided over. And that evil symbol of the One World Religion
was found in this floral display which really dominated Saint Peter's
Square as you can see in this photo: it was the focal point. It is upside
down in this reprint but you can get the idea that the two horns on
either side surround an oval or circular center shape and again, this is
a perversion of the Divine Trinity.

They are trying to express God the Father, God the Son, and God the
Holy Spirit in sexual or physical terms. The new image, a symbol of the
One World Religion, will be a perversion of the True Cross. And that is
also what I want you subscribers to be looking for: perversions of the
True Cross.
Remember this symbol which the Cardinals wore at the canonization of
those 40 Korean martyrs? The cross was depicted as a wavy, weak
form superimposed upon by another symbol of the One World
Religion, in this case represented by a blue flame and a red flame
surrounding an oval in the middle.
And don't forget the chair which the Pope sat on which was another
expression of the One World Religion: two male or phallic symbols
surrounding a circular form and of course this made the Pope look like
a saint with a halo around his head.
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I cannot watch all the proceedings that will be broadcast. I don't even
have a television; so, I'm urging you to keep an eye out. Look for
perverted symbols of the One World Religion based on pagan
symbolism and also look for perversions of the True Cross. Maybe you
remember the cross which Pope Francis carried at that Lampedusa
Ceremony:

this cross was based on the Eastern symbol of the Yin Yang and of
course, Pope Francis loves to carry his staff as a walking stick rather
than proclaim the crucifix. He never likes to preach ‘Christ and Him
crucified,’ as Saint Paul said.
However, as usual, I do not want to leave you orphans. I want to show
you a true symbol, an image created by Almighty God himself and that
is Our Lady of Guadalupe. Mary is going to crush those evil horns as
prophesied way back in Genesis 3:15. She is going to blot out the sun
of the Egyptian goddess, Hathor. Please don't forget, yes, Jesus will
defeat the Antichrist, but he will use Mary's Rosary as His weapon of
choice, just as David chose five, smooth pebbles to defeat Goliath.
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